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Work Experience

Sr. Experience Designer @ Redesign Health

Partnered closely with various stakeholders (PMs, Eng, Research, Venture Chairs, Marketing) 

to design end-to-end products in various areas in the healthcare space. Projects include 

products in the veterinary, cardiac rehabilitation, physical therapy, arthritis management, and 

allied healthcare staffing.

Collborated with the Brand team to translate brand requirements into product screens.

Led the execution of a design system that included a library of common flows used across 

Redesign’s operating companies, resulting in 50% faster designs and 50% faster onboarding.

Upleveled existing team member’s technical Figma skills to improve their efficiency. 

Led the execution of a lo-fi wireframe design library allowing the team to iterate faster, deliver 

faster, and generate more use-value focused conversation.

Group Critique Facilitator @ DesignLab

Led biweekly discussions & mentor UX students on how to best present, discuss, and defend 

their work.

Provide guidance on UX & UI best practices and principles as well as career advice.

Product Designer @ FIGUR8

Collaborated with eng, product, customer success, and the science teams in all aspects of 

the design and development process including project definition, scoping, requirement 

drafting, prioritization, feedback gathering, and design reviews.

Designed the F8 digital tool suite where F8 customers can collect and analyze patient MSK 

data on a mobile app and then view and analyze the results on a web based portal – was 

successfully used in a partnership study with a major insurance provider.

Designed internal operations & admin tools to allow the team to operate more efficiently.
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Work Experience (Continued)

Product Designer @ ReSupply

Led the redesign of the existing app + web platform, reducing abandonment & increasing 

successful donations by 75%.

Created a new cash donation funnel increasing customer revenue by ~50%.

Visual Designer @ LevelUp (GrubHub)

Collaborated with sales on 6 projects to pitch prospective clients with all major clients signing

Partnered with various restaurant brands to build a custom branded app to drive customer 

acquisition, engagement, and loyalty

Lead the effort to create the first design system at LU, shaving off the time needed to create 

client deliverables by 30-40%

Education

DesignLab

UX Academy (6 months)

July 2017

UMass Amherst

Landscape Architecture

May 2013

Core Skills

Design

Visual design


Design systems


Data visualization


Responsive design


Information architecture


Interaction design


Journey mapping


User flows


Prototyping

Tools

Figma / Sketch


Adobe CS


Principle


Flinto


Zeplin


